Youthful Ambassador of Galactic Good Will

**POWERS**
- Flight
- Deep Freeze

**SMARTS**
- Aces

**BODY**
- Cool
- Looks
- Driving
- RWP

**LUCK**
- Bonk

**KNACKS**
- Party Hard +2
- Play Air Guitar +1
- Sweet Talk "Your" Mom +1
- Look Cool Wearing Shades +1

**TRAITS**
- Near Human
- Party Animal
- Trusting
- Always Cheerful
Corelia Aquat

Powers:
- Teleport
- Prehensile Hair

POWERS

Smarts 4

Bonk 2

Looks 5

Cool 5

Body 3

Driving 2

RWP 1

Luck 6

Environmentalist, Nonchalant, Easily Embarrassed

Not Very Near Human

Knacks:
- Look cool wearing shades +2
- Never look rumpled +1
- Let's not talk about it +1

Traits:
DEREK
THE SENSITIVE SPACE MAN

POWERS
- ZAP
- READ MINDS

SMARTS
- BONK: 5
- SOCIAL: 2
- DRIVING: 6
- DRIVING: 1

BODY
- NEAR HUMAN

LUCK
- NAIVE, BRAVE,

DEREK
THE SENSITIVE SPACE MAN

KNACKS
- OPERATE/REPAIR THE FOCUSING DISINTEGRATOR RAY +2
- FLYING SAUCER PILOTING +1
- WEIRD SCIENCE +1

TRAITS
- NORMAL IS RELATIVE FOR WARRIOR CLONE FROM AN ALIEN WORLD
JOHN SMITH

It only looks like a lavatory...

POWERS
- Sonic Manipulation
- Fake Out

SMARTS
- Smarts 8

BODY
- Bonk 3
- Body 2

COOL
- Cool 5

DRIVING
- Looks 2
- Driving 6

LUCK
- RWP 6
- Luck 4

KNACKS
- Weird Science +3
- Pilot R.U.O.K. +1

TRAITS
- Competitive, Star Student, Prone to FOMO

Near Human